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BETA 2     T02-BETA2
BETA 5     T02-BETA5

BETA 2 and BETA 5
The cream whipping machines for demanding professionals, allow manual or portion-controlled dispensing. They are 
equipped with electronic controls and temperature indication.

Electronic controls
These cream whippers are equipped 
with electronic controls, temperature

 indication and portion control. Whipped cream 
dispensing can be manual, continuous or with 

adjustable portion control. They allow the desired 
amount of product to be obtained and always 

operate silently.
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Transparent lid
The transparent lid allows easy control of the 

quantity of liquid cream in the reserve tank, avoid-
ing continuous useless opening causing a loss of 

temperature.

Complete refrigeration
Both liquid and whipped cream are suitably 
refrigerated along the entire process in the 

whipped cream machine up to the dispensing 
nozzle.

Removable tank
The removable tank, indirectly cooled, keeps the 
liquid cream in perfect conditions and does not 
separate the fats from the watery parts. It also 

allows production to be stopped at any time and 
facilitates washing, guaranteeing hygiene.

Rotative pumps
Equipped with rotative pumps, they process light 

or heavy creams to get the desired type of 
whipped cream.

* This value is subject to variation according to the way in which the equipment is used. 
Euro-Milan reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products illustrated in this publication without prior notice.

We accept no liability for misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing process.

MODEL          CHARACTERISTICS          WIDTH/DEPTH/HEIGHT          ELECTRICAL                                     RESERVE L          HOURLY PRODUCTION L
BETA 2        Refrigerated                    25x41x40 cm                      0,3 kW V 220 - 60Hz - 1ph   2 Removable                         100
BETA 5        Refrigerated                    28x44x40 cm                      0,4 kW V 220 - 60Hz - 1ph                 5 Removable                         100




